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The Rewards Token that Diversifies Your Portfolio for you



01.Introduction

Hamachi Finance ($HAMI) was created 

in January 2023 and launched on the 

Arbitrum Network, kicking off Arbitrum 

season with a rewards token that is 

based on trade volume. 

Rewards go directly to $HAMI holders 

in the form of the current Reward Token 

being farmed. 

Hamachi Finance is ‘Community 

Meme-Fi’, which has the fun of a meme 

token, but more importantly a reward 

mechanism to strengthen the Hamachi 

community’s value proposition. 

We are also bringing mass exposure 

(Token Buys, # Unique Holder wallets, 

and more) to other Arbitrum projects. 

The vision of Hamachi is to be the token 

to accumulate and farm other tokens 

on the Arbitrum Network and eventually  

going Cross-Chain / Multi-Chain. 

Simply buy and Hold $HAMI and earn 

rewards.



02.Disclaimer

The information and resources in this white paper pertaining to Hamachi 

Finance are not intended as, and shall not be understood or construed as 

financial advice. The Hamachi Finance team, to the best of its abilities, have 

ensured that all the information and resources are accurate. 

Hamachi Finance is not an investment vehicle, it is a community meme-fi token 

that reflects rewards back to the Hamachi community. Nothing available on or 

through the Hamachi Finance White paper should be understood as financial 

advice. Anything in this white paper can and will be updated at any time to meet 

the requirements or challenges that real-world or investment-based aspects 

may impose. 

Cryptocurrency can be extremely volatile, we cannot and will not be held 

responsible for any losses incurred from any purchase Hamachi Finance 

$HAMI and/or partner related. It is in your own best interests to seek 

professional financial advice. 1 $HAMI = 1 $HAMI.



03.Contract Info/Tokenomics

Hamachi Finance Contract:

Hamachi Tokenomics: 

Max Supply: 50,000,000,000 $HAMI 

Circulating Supply: ~19,900,000,000 $HAMI 

More Details on Vested Tokens: https://www.hamachi.finance/#tokenomics

0x02150e97271fdc0d6e3a16d9094a0948266f07dd



04.
Use Case

Hamachi Finance allows holders to 

diversify their cryptocurrency portfolio 

by simply buying and holding $HAMI. 

This is done through our Hamachi Code 

(Contract) that automatically distributes 

rewards to $HAMI holders with reflection 

mechanics to sustain the longevity of the 

Hamachi Finance protocol and Hamachi 

Community. We put the community at the 

forefront. 

Hamachi Finance can provide rewards 

of any ERC20 that are distributed back to 

holders based on $HAMI held (weighted 

distribution). The more you hold the more 

you get back in rewards. Our philosophy 

is to help cryptocurrency enthusiasts to 

diversify their portfolios and to choose top 

candidates as the Reward Token being 

farmed and distributed. 

 

There is more information on the 

selection of the reward token in the 

reward token section. 

Hamachi Finance 
($HAMI) is a meme 
token with Defi 
Tokenomics, hence 
Meme-fi. 



05.Problem & Solution

Hamachi Finance identified a missing component in the Arbitrum ecosystem. A 

token that can diversify portfolios and aid cryptocurrency enthusiasts to learn 

more about and gain more exposure to other projects.

 

We all know cryptocurrency is extremely volatile. So by building a project that 

automatically creates a diverse portfolio, users are getting there risk spread 

by design.

 

These projects are well vetted by the Hamachi Finance analyst team alongside 

valued members of the HAMI community.

 

We identified this universal need for diverse portfolio building across various 

chains and are planning to expand cross-chain and multi-chain in the future.



06.Reward Token

Hamachi Finance Protocol operates as a Meme-Fi token with reward 

token mechanics. Each buy and sell is taxed 7% which is used to farm the 

reward token and then distribute it to $HAMI holders. 

Daily rewards fluctuate as the contract is based on daily volume. Reward 

Tokens that have been farmed thus far: $JONES and $RDNT, picked by the 

team of Hamachi Finance Crypto Analysts. 

We research projects that look like potential candidates with room to 

grow and expand in the upcoming cycles. The Hamachi community will 

also have a means to discuss and vote on which reward token to switch 

to next. Projects will all undergo research and analysis to make sure the 

reward token candidates are legitimate. 



07.Community Involvement

Want to get more involved? 
Hamachi Finance is always looking and receptive to feedback from the 

community. For rewards token decisions, we will move to a future community 

vote and votes will be weighted by # of $HAMI tokens held per wallet. In addition 

to plans to go Multi-Chain, we will also be opening up votes for tokens cross-

chain for the Hamachi Community to vote on. 



08.Yields and Defi

 

The first-of-a-kind protocol on 

Arbitrum a Yield is based on 

token volume, however, Hamachi 

Finance plans to explore future 

yield mechanics and additional Defi 

mechanics to provide additional 

yields. As the Hamachi Finance 

protocol grows, so does the 

opportunity to launch on multiple 

chains and explore more routes 

to add value back to the Hamachi 

Finance Community.  

Hamachi Finance 
is the birth of 
Meme-Fi and Rewards 
Token Distribution on 
Arbitrum Network.



09.Multi Chain:

The Hamachi Finance team chose Arbitrum to launch its initial protocol 

due to the growing DEFI ecosystem and inexpensive gas fees. 

Over the last year, the Arbitrum Network has built a layer on top of ETH 

Mainnet and it has grown exponentially in the number of users and TVL 

on the Arbitrum Chain. 

As the Hamachi Finance Protocol grows, we are looking to expand 

Cross-Chain and Multi-Chain to grow and diversify Hamachi holders’ 

portfolios, bringing mass exposure to both the Community and the 

projects on other chains. In that sense we view the relationship between 

Hamachi Finance and the projects it is farming as reflexive and mutually 

benifitail.

We are currently looking at Polygon, BSC, and all EVM-compatible 

chains that show exponential growth potential. 

Chains that have
1. Growing Userbase 

2. Increasing TVL 

3. Inexpensive Gas Fees

 

4. Fast TX speed 

5. Security 



Please verify all links and make sure they are 
OFFICIAL LINKS from the Hamachi Website and Socials. 

Website: https://www.hamachi.finance/

Dashboard: https://www.hamachi.finance/app

Twitter: https://twitter.com/HamachiFinance

Telegram: https://t.me/hamachifinance

Discord (TBA) when we support cross-chain and multi-chain.

F I N ANCE


